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1. Read the passage about Jimmy’s Hat

2. Underline each word / sentence that you could not read or understand.

3. Answer the follow up questions.

Jimmy’s Hat
Jimmy was an 8 year-old boy who loved to wear hats.

Jimmy also loved to go for hikes and walks in the woods. 

One day, he was walking in the woods when he stumbled 

across an old, worn out hat. He picked it up and 

put it on. He then thought, “I wish I had my 

lunch with me”. Just like that, a lunch appeared!

Jimmy  found out that the hat had the power to grant 

any wish  that he wanted! He could wish for anything and it would 

come true. Jimmy was so excited! He wished for a bicycle and 

suddenly, there it was! He tried it out immediately, racing around the 

woods and having an amazing time. He also wished for a puppy and 

soon enough, he had a new furry friend to play with. Jimmy loved his 

magic hat and he used it to make all sorts of wishes. He wished for a 

garden full of flowers and a castle made of candy. He even wished for a 

flying carpet so that he could fly all around the world. Jimmy 

discovered that his magic hat had no limits. He could wish for anything 

and it would come true. Jimmy was so excited that he found this 

magical hat. It made his life so much more amazing and fun!
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1. How old is Jimmy?
a. 7 years-old
b. 8 years-old
c. 9 years-old

2. What type of hat did Jimmy find?
a. an old blue hat
b. new red hat
c. old worn out hat

3. What happened that made Jimmy realize the hat was
magic?

a. He wished for money and it appeared.
b. He wished for a skateboard and it appeared.
c. He wished for his lunch and it appeared.

4. What type of furry friend did he wish for and get?
a. a puppy
b. a pony
c. a kitten

5.   Jimmy discovered that his magic hat had no:
a. limits
b. magic
c. powers

Answer according to the reading passage:

Jimmy’s Hat3
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1. Inferring
2. Making Connections
3. Summarizing
4. Visualizing

1.   Why do you think Jimmy picked up the old hat and put it on?
2. How is Jimmy like you or not like you?
3. In 2 sentences explain what this reading passage is all about.
4. What images occur in your mind after reading this? What 

types of things can you visualize?

5. What is the main idea about this reading passage?
6. Could Jimmy’s hat be real? Why or why not?
7. If you could have a magic hat, what would you wish for and 

why?.
8. If you could write part 2 for this reading passage, what would

happen next?

Open Response Questions for Thinking Skills:

Jimmy’s Hat
Open Response Questions
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